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About the Local Search Association
The Local Search Association is the largest trade organization of companies engaged in local advertising
and marketing. LSA members provide local businesses with innovative and strategic offerings that drive
consumers to take an action in the last mile – or the final steps – of their path to purchase. The Association
is focused on elevating the industry through thought-leadership, advocacy, research and insights and
partnerships.
LSA has more than 300 members in 30 countries. Members include listing management companies, digital
agencies, mobile and social media companies, print and online directory publishers, video service providers
and web design and hosting firms.
The Association offers industry news and perspective on its blog, Local Search Insider, as well as resources
on its SlideShare page. Follow LSA on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook.
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Summary Overview
The role of local media salesperson has never been under more scrutiny than it
is today. The cost of a large (and often inefficient) outside sales force is not
sustainable in a world of reduced margins.
Many industry executives advocate a major shift to inside sales in response. And
while inside sales can reduce costs there’s a potential problem of differentiation
when a growing array of competitors are pitching small business (SMB) owners
very similar marketing products over the phone.
This competition creates a “noisy” environment where SMBs typically receive
between one and five sales calls per week. They also face a growing and
complex set of product choices with nearly impenetrable performance claims.
Trust has become a major issue.
Companies using premise sales to create or maintain a “trusted relationship”
must find the right mix of outside and inside sales and service. That requires
better customer segmentation as well as more expansive use of data and
technology for greater efficiency.
There is a range of opinions, discussed extensively in this report, on the right
mix of elements to create a winning sales formula. Regardless of the precise mix
of people, data and platforms, movement and change are essential.
Traditional media companies that fail to actively restructure and innovate
around sales and sales automation today will see a further erosion of market
share tomorrow, ceding revenue to the growing list of digital competitors and
alternatives in the local digital market.
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Business As Usual Not an Option
From the time people began to develop markets and exchange goods and
services, the art and science of selling has been an essential part of commerce.
In each historical period, selling has evolved to incorporate new technologies
and new ways of finding, qualifying and converting potential buyers into
customers.
The role of the salesperson in local media has never been under more scrutiny
and pressure than today. Changing consumer behaviors, brought on by the
Internet and digital technologies, are forcing local media to shift and transform
in response to bottom-line economics. Companies with large sales
organizations are being compelled to examine every assumption and preconceived notion of how sales should be organized and carried out.

___________________________
Media companies that fail to actively restructure and
innovate around sales and sales automation today
will see a further erosion of market share tomorrow.
___________________________
Much of the discussion focuses on transformation of the front-line sales role.
Yet there must also be transformation across the organization – from how leads
are captured and qualified to product fulfillment and billing and everything in
between. This means marketing, sales operations and support have vital roles to
play in the transformation process. This is not just happening in the U.S., but
around the world, as traditional media face universally challenging realities.
In 2020 local media sales will certainly be more automated than today. One
scenario envisions technology as the semi-autonomous centerpiece, with human
oversight and input in a supporting role. An alternative model sees technology
and data supporting a highly skilled salesforce, enabling highly customized
marketing programs for local businesses.
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These competing visions suggest a compromise somewhere in the middle. In
practices, we’re likely to see a range of companies in various evolutionary
stages of transformation. In parallel there will be a continuum of product
offerings, with merchant self-service on one end and the high-touch “trusted
advisor” at the other. An open question is how quickly and effectively the large
local media sales organizations can adapt and transform.
It’s fair to say that most local media companies are well underway in that
process. But with an estimated 80,000 local sales reps in the U.S., and perhaps
as many as 200,000 on a global basis, transformation is a formidable
undertaking. While “transformation” is a buzzword that gets thrown around, the
pressure to change is real. Business as usual is not an option.
Six years from now we’ll know whether media companies in the U.S. made it to
“the other side,” or whether companies in Europe, Asia or Latin America
became the models and exemplars of transformation and best practices.
Indeed, local media companies outside of the U.S. might evolve faster, in part
because they’re less tied to legacy models.
Regardless of who’s first or who’s second the larger point is that change is now
imperative. Complacency or passivity equals extinction.

The Loss of Consumer Distribution
In the days before the Internet traditional media companies essentially had
captive audiences. They owned content, sales and the distribution in their
respective spheres of influence. If consumers needed a plumber they looked in
the print yellow pages. If they wanted to find an apartment or a job, newspaper
classifieds were the place to go.
Local media companies sold exposure over their own channels and networks.
They controlled the entire process of local advertising and distribution. All that
changed with the Internet and when broadband penetration reached critical
mass in the middle of the last decade.
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Audiences began to look online for local information instead of getting it
exclusively from traditional media. Over time, the resulting fragmentation of
audiences meant that the legacy channels couldn’t deliver the same volume and
value to advertisers. There has been a permanent, “structural” change – often
called “secular” by Wall Street analysts – in consumer behavior. And while
traditional media still deliver value to advertisers, their capacity is greatly
diminished vs. a generation ago.

Agency vs. Publisher Margins
The story is by now very familiar: the emergence of Google gave rise to new
consumer behavior. Over time Google’s basic utility made it, in the minds of
many publishers, into the “internet gatekeeper” it is today. Search became a
first stop for consumers looking for local information.
Local media executives soon faced a dilemma: continue to exclusively sell their
own distribution (print and online) or broaden to include third party traffic (i.e.,
Google). The decision to sell search marketing, first made by yellow pages
publisher Bellsouth (later absorbed into AT&T), was also partly driven by
advertiser demand. Business owners started asking how they could appear “at
the top of Google search results.”
Local media companies also sought to preempt advertiser defections as well as
profit from a new medium. Beyond search exposure, publishers sold website
development and often some form of banner advertising early on. Over time
the list of digital products and services grew. Local media companies have now
evolved into “digital agencies” or creative services providers on behalf of their
once captive local advertisers.
The stark truth is that “agency margins” are considerably lower than the
“publisher margins” these media companies historically enjoyed. Moreover,
digital revenues are often divided between multiple parties: traffic source, sales
entity and technology providers. The struggle for margins is perhaps the key
“structural” change that legacy media providers grapple with daily.
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From Premise Reps to T-Sales
With the exception of TV, traditional media revenues have declined significantly
in the past decade. Major U.S. yellow pages publishers, for example, have seen
nearly 20% year-over-year negative growth in print revenue for a sustained
period. Newspapers saw 26 quarters of revenue declines between 2006 and
2012, when the Newspaper Association of America stopped reporting quarterly
revenue for the industry.
Shifts in consumer behavior and advertiser demand, along with intensifying
competition and pressure from investors, have compelled local media
companies to focus increasingly on digital sales, with their lower margins. One
still hears the complaint, now a cliché because it has been said so many times,
that publishers have traded “print dollars for digital dimes.”
Figure 1: Decline of Traditional Media Ad Revenues
2000

2013

Print newspapers

$66 billion

$17.3 billion

Print yellow pages

$13.5 billion

$4.5 billion

Online advertising

$8.2 billion

$42.8 billion

Source: NAA, BIA/Kelsey, IAB (2014)

The effort to sell digital marketing to SMBs, early on, was marked by flaws and
false starts. Many local sales reps balked at their companies’ digital products.
Some of the offerings didn’t inspire confidence but most of the reps also
weren’t properly trained to sell these products. Most often, however, digital
was neglected because commissions were much less than for print sales, where
revenue was (and continues to be) concentrated for many publishers.
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As a direct consequence of the decline in traditional media revenues the
outside or premise sales force has become increasingly and even prohibitively
expensive to support. One immediate way to reduce costs is to substitute
inside or telephone sales for premise reps. Paradoxically, outside sales have
been the main variable distinguishing traditional media companies from their
digital-only competitors.
Telephone reps can be monitored more easily and paid substantially less than
veteran outside sales reps. And while there’s little debate that economics argue
in favor of increased telephone sales, there is disagreement about their
effectiveness.

The Big, Noisy Local Market
The current competitive landscape features an expanding group of companies:
legacy media and digital pure plays vying for the many annual billions spent in
local marketing. But exactly how much is at stake?
There are various ways to size the “local” market. One estimate, generated
several years ago by Magna Global, based on a review of IRS tax return data,
estimated SMBs in the aggregate spend more than $50 billion per year on
marketing. Other calculations that include national advertisers targeting local
markets, argue the value of local media spending easily exceeds $120 billion
annually.
It’s a big revenue pie but never before has the “local market” been so heavily
contested. Traditional publishers are up against large consumer sites with
powerhouse brands (i.e., Google, Facebook). Then there are B2B marketing
services companies such as Yodle, ReachLocal and GoDaddy.
ReachLocal alone, says former Yellowbook CEO Joe Walsh, “took $500 million
out the yellow pages business.” The footnote here is that most of that $500
million went directly to Google (in AdWords spending) with little accruing to
ReachLocal shareholders.
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Figure 2: Categories of Local Competitors
Com petitor

Exam ples

Positioning

Key Q uestion

Traditional
media

Newspapers,
YP and radio

Can sales reps
demonstrate enough
category knowledge
to earn trust?

Online
consumer
destination

Google,
Facebook,
Yelp

B2B
Marketing
Services

Yodle,
ReachLocal

Primarily horizontal
orientation, some
newspapers have
channels for key
categories
Focus is on consumer
traffic/usage with SMB
monetization following
traffic aggregation
Seller of digital media
for multiple platforms

Point
solutions
providers
Operational
services
providers

Vendasta

Trusted
suppliers

AT&T, Henry
Schein, ATD

DemandForce,
Swipely

Started with a focused
product, expand to
adjacent areas
Operates deeper in
SMB process and owns
a more mission critical
position
Both horizontal and
vertical centric players;
horizontal have larger
addressable market

Broad-based
audience; needs
precise targeting
Focused on top 100
categories; are reps
able to earn trusted
status?
Can non-core services
be provided at high
level of quality?
How many verticals
can be done well?

Can horizontal players
with trusted rep move
into digital
marketing?

Source: Sterling-Polachek (2014)

In addition to the big internet sites, there are industry specific directories or
“vertical” marketplaces seeking consumer traffic and advertiser dollars.
Examples include Zillow, ZocDoc and TripAdvisor among numerous others. To
varying degrees they also offer marketing services.
Then there are “point solution” providers, which enter the market with a
specific product (e.g., email marketing) but often expand their product lineups
to offer broader marketing services (e.g., ConstantContact). Still other vendors
provide operational or CRM-like services, such as scheduling, invoicing and
payments (e.g., Demandforce, Swipely and Square). These companies have also
sought to leverage their specific functions into broader marketing relationships.
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In addition to this expansive list of competitors there are others potentially
waiting in the wings. A category of “trusted suppliers” doesn’t currently provide
marketing services to SMBs but could. These include companies such as dental
and medical supplier Henry Schein or tire-dealer supplier American Tire
Distributors (ATD).
ATD, for example, has relationships with roughly 70,000 tire dealers and repair
shops across the U.S. It could easily add marketing to its current menu of
products and services. In some cases business owners are asking these suppliers
to help them with online marketing.
There are major questions about the capacity of a Henry Schein or an ATD to
competently provide SMB marketing services. There’s also the question of
whether there’s sufficient profit potential to justify the effort. Nonetheless the
opportunity is there to enter the market, through acquisitions or licensing of
white label solutions.

___________________________
ATD has relationships with 70,000 tire dealers and
repair shops. It could easily add marketing to its
current menu of products and services.
___________________________
In many instances the marketing services being offered to SMBs by all these
competitors are very similar. This creates confusion and “noise” for the business
owner, which in turn makes the role of the sales professional both more
important and more challenging. Figure 3 below reflects marketing collateral
drawn from multiple websites offering a range of similar services.
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Figure 3: Many Companies, Similar Products and Pitches

Source: Company websites 2014

Too Many Sales Calls
According to an August 2013 survey of 1,255 US small businesses, conducted
by Opus Research, roughly a third (34%) of SMB respondents said they receive
at least one in-person sales contact per month and many more pitches over the
phone and through email. Roughly 25% of these SMBs said they got at least
one sales call every week. Email contact is even more frequent, with 20% saying
they get 6 or more marketing-related emails per month.
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Figure 4: Sales Pitches vs. Actual Contacts

Source: Borrell Associates (2013)

These Opus Research findings are relatively restrained compared to other
survey findings. A December 2013 survey of 830 small businesses by Borrell
Associates (Figure 4) found business owners received an average of five
marketing-related sales calls per week or more than 20 per month. Of those,
business owners listened to an average of 6.5 pitches monthly.
Needless to say, many business owners are eager to avoid sales calls. They
report that they favor email solicitations to other types of sales contacts (Figure
5). Email is preferred to telephone sales, which is preferred to in-person visits.
Yet these preferences are inversely correlated with sales effectiveness. Empirical
and anecdotal evidence argue that in-person contacts are more effective than
telephone sales, which are more effective than email for customer acquisition or
retention.
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Figure 5: How SMBs Want to Be Pitched

Source: Opus Research (2013)

The challenge is to rise above a constant din of nearly identical-sounding
marketing pitches from a parade of companies with undifferentiated services.
Given the competitive intensity of the local-digital market, the key question is
how can publishers and sales channels differentiate?
Merchants and business owners face a complex set of product choices and
nearly impenetrable performance claims. Whom should they believe? Why
believe anyone? And because of bad experiences, dubious claims and oftenunfulfilled expectations, trust has become a major issue in local media and
marketing sales.
Thrive Analytics explored this question of trust in a recent SMB survey. The
word cloud below, based on its findings, reflects “do’s and don’ts” for local
media sales reps in establishing trust.
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Figure 6: Sales Qualities Establishing Trust or Distrust Among SMBs

Source: Thrive Analytics SMB survey data (2014)

T-Sales and the ‘Trusted Advisor’
Among the opinions expressed by sales executives interviewed for this report
were two polarized positions, with a range of views in between. Some argue
that the basic economics of digital advertising require a new emphasis on
telephone sales. They assert the cost of maintaining an outside sales force is not
sustainable in a world of reduced margins, where media companies “no longer
own the channel.”
Those advocating telephone sales still see a role for outside sales, though
greatly reduced. They say inside sales (and service) reps will become the norm,
the dominant way that digital marketing products are sold. This position
represents the majority opinion among those we spoke with.
Some also expressed lingering doubts about the ability of legacy reps’ to
competently sell an evolving portfolio of digital marketing tools and services.
They cite historical resistance to digital sales based in part on commission
structures and, in some cases, insufficient understanding of digital products.
“Many merchants are more knowledgeable than their sales reps,” observes
Greg Maibach formerly of Advance Digital, now a VP at BuzzBoard.
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Lending support to this contention are data from a Thrive Analytics’ June, 2013
survey of 1,000 U.S. small businesses. Traditional media sales reps were poorly
rated by respondents across a range of criteria that included, “ability to
demonstrate clear results,” “has strongest expertise in advertising for my line of
business” and “provides best advice on how to allocate overall advertising
spend.” Traditional media reps were often seen as focused on “one type of
advertising” – their own legacy product.
Yodle CEO Court Cunningham is one of the strongest advocates of telephone
sales. He argues that while there are some challenges with inside sales, they can
be much more cost-effective than outside sales. Yodle originally started
building a “feet on the street” sales force but changed course and went with an
exclusively inside sales team.
Cunningham dismisses most of the discussion of “relationship building”
advocated by outside-sales proponents as “myth.” He doesn’t believe that
premise reps develop much of an actual relationship with business owners. He
acknowledges, however, that some types of accounts (e.g., higher value) are
more difficult to sell over the phone and might require an in-person visit.
Cunningham equally acknowledges that at the very low end of ad spending
even telephone sales are probably not cost effective.

___________________________
“With telephone sales, you’ll lose customers in 20
months or less.”
-- SVP of Hearst Newspapers Jeff Folckemer
___________________________
Kerry Baldwin of Web.com explains that telesales have historically been well
suited to lower-end product sales. However she says that the group at
Web.com is “getting better at selling higher priced products over the phone.”
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At the same time Web.com is expanding its outside sales force. The outside
reps at Web.com deal with higher-value accounts. There are currently 16 local
sales offices and the company is adding eight more.
“Some businesses will never purchase over the phone,” she says. “They’ve
been saturated by so many pitches.” Face-to-face interaction helps overcome
some of the skepticism generated by too many similar products and claims. She
believes that in-person meetings make closing easier. She points out that “inperson” doesn’t exclusively have to mean a one-to-one sales contact. It can
take the form of seminars or group meetings, which can also help educate (and
close) SMB customers.
If Baldwin represents something of a middle way between advocates of inside
and outside sales, SVP of Hearst Newspapers Jeff Folckemer passionately
argues that outside sales are essential. He says it’s a mistake to replace outside
sales reps with telesales. He forcefully argues that an inside-sales strategy
represents limited or short-term thinking. “With telephone sales, you’ll lose
customers in 20 months or less.” In contrast to Yodle’s Cunningham, Folckemer
believes relationship building is critical and one of the few potential ways to
differentiate in the market.

Outsourcing and Partnerships
There are a number of examples of successful partnerships and outsourced
sales models. For example, Yodle offers its platform to companies operating in
the SMB market. In Canada, Rogers Outrank relies on Yodle technology to
support the company’s 200 sales reps’ efforts. There’s also a potential
reciprocal model where a traditional media company such as a newspaper could
use Yodle as an additional sales channel to promote its online display
advertising. Another example is the YP mobile ad network, which sees a
number of different channels feed ads into its distribution.
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Perhaps the most prominent example of this outsourced sales model is the
Google AdWords Premier SMB Partner Program (PSP). It has been Google’s
chief means of generating an estimated $3 billion in paid-search revenue from
millions of SMBs that otherwise wouldn’t buy direct from Google.
The company’s simplified direct product AdWords Express (now part of
“Google My Business”) is available to SMBs inclined toward self-service. But
self-service doesn’t address the bulk of the market today. Accordingly Google
built and supports a wide range of sales channel partners across the globe,
including many traditional publishers and media companies.
Google’s PSP model offers considerable marketing and support services to
partners. The company’s commitment to partners is both sincere and
meaningful, according to several conversations with PSPs. One PSP, for
example, indicated it no longer funds sales contests on its own, relying entirely
on Google for those funds.
These partner models offer some advantages over an owned and operated
sales channel but there are disadvantages too. In the Google example, the
company has limited or no contact with the SMB advertiser-customer. This
means Google must rely on its partners to maintain an acceptable level of
service and customer satisfaction. If the partner is unable to deliver the
advertiser relationship is at risk.
Two other large consumer brands targeting the local-SMB segment face similar
go-to-market questions. Both Facebook and Twitter have high expectations for
SMB advertising. Just how Facebook and Twitter plan to reach the SMB market
at scale remains something of an open question, though both have made
multiple direct acquisition efforts. We believe both will ultimately pursue hybrid
approaches, like Google, continuing to offer self-service while also partnering
with established sales channels to address the broader market.
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Has Consultative Selling Finally Arrived?
There’s a powerful argument that the growing complexity of local-digital
marketing now requires a “consultative sales” approach. Forcefully making that
argument is Lance Lambert, Director of Digital Products & Platforms at The
Denver Post. “Sales have previously focused on a [single] product or were
essentially order taking,” explains Lambert. “We’re transitioning from product
sales to a focus on solutions or audiences.”
“Most sales reps can’t carry seven to twelve products in their bag; no matter
how well we train the reps,” says Former Hibu CIO Gary Shaw. This necessitates
less of a focus on the products and more of a focus on the customer and his or
her needs.
BuzzBoard’s Maibach generally agrees that the market should embrace
consultative selling but sees it as still largely aspirational for most organizations.
“The industry is still very product driven rather than needs or value based.” He
argues that full advertiser value can’t be unlocked until there’s a more “holistic”
approach to sales.
Maibach also believes the point that legacy sales reps don’t need to be
replaced. They need to be retrained and properly incentivized to sell digital.
“Sales incentives, KPIs; everything needs to be in alignment from a
management perspective,” says Maibach. “The emphasis must be in the proper
places.”
“Advertisers generally know what they should be doing, they get it,” Maibach
argues. “For sales it’s about being able to position our legacy reps as experts to
have credibility on digital. They have to turn into consultants, bringing insight,
expertise and business intelligence to merchants. Until they do, it will be a
tough fight for them.”
Maibach believes that the rise of mobile and cross-platform consumer behavior
underscores the importance of consultative selling. Sales reps “have to work
with clients to reach their customers across platforms,” he asserts.
Hibu’s Shaw says that “hard selling is gone; it’s all consultative selling now.”
The ideal of the “trusted advisor” is an appropriate aspiration. He also says, “in18

person engagement is easier than telephone-based engagement; and when you
don’t own the channel and there’s a lot of competition, [customer] engagement
is everything.”

___________________________
“Hard selling is gone, it’s all consultative selling now.”
-- Former Hibu CIO Gary Shaw
___________________________
One of the challenges of consultative selling is shielding or isolating outside
sales reps from what Shaw called “the big data problem.” Shaw believes that
reps need to be armed with more customer information for greater efficiency.
However he also says that sales reps shouldn’t be exposed to the complexity of
“data mining” or “big data.”
Shaw explains that in the past sales reps “would spend two hours per night per
account preparing for an in-person sales meeting.” Better research, data and
tools can make them more efficient and enable them to see more accounts.
“Reps have to be really well prepped and armed with the right information,” he
points out. “The challenge is what kind of metrics to collect, what to focus on
and how to make that available to the reps at the touch of a button.”
Mark Canon, a former yellow pages executive, is now CEO of Boomtime, a
company focused on yet another sales approach. Boomtime has built an
application that enables almost anyone with a tablet to become a local media
sales agent. The thesis is that there are thousands of under-employed people in
the U.S. who would be interested in the opportunity.
The company’s bet is that its turnkey sales app will attract an army of Millennials
to sell local digital media. There’s abstract logic behind the thesis. However the
idea that recent graduates can effectively engage SMBs is difficult to imagine at
scale. Furthermore, Millennials will require as much training as today’s
traditional local reps. All this makes Boomtime’s model very challenging though
perhaps not impossible to pull off.
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Verticalization and Data
To the extent that executives remain bullish on outside sales, premise reps must
become more efficient and effective to justify their existence – literally. As much
as Hibu’s Shaw thinks outside sales are essential for relationship building, he
believes the tide of the market is against them. In the future, he says, “premise
sales [must] shrink because they’re just too expensive.”
Shaw argues, however, that there’s a hybrid approach that combines premise
reps and inside telephone support or sales. “Once the relationship is
established taking it inside is not a big deal.” Yet “product ROI has to ultimately
support rep salaries,” says Shaw. He advocates “verticalizing” the sales force
and, as stated above, using more customer and market data for greater
efficiency.
The idea of verticalizing the sales force is already popular in many
organizations. The basic notion is to assign reps (telephone or premise) to
specific industries in order to make them more knowledgeable about their
customers. “It’s easier to create expertise by verticalizing,” explains Wanderful
Media CEO Ben Smith.
ReachLocal CEO Sharon Rowlands says her organization is accelerating its
“verticalizing” in order to better “serve the right package to the right
business.” She adds, “Customer segmentation and [understanding] verticals are
real lenses on these businesses.” Her objective is to “take customer
understanding to another level” and make “customer needs a real driver of the
business.”
Beyond deeper industry expertise, providing reps with better customer data
was repeatedly cited in interviews. Executives spoke about the increasing need
for business intelligence and greater sales automation. That includes lead
scoring and more precise customer segmentation. These initiatives are all part
of making the sales reps’ time more efficient.
Former Yellowbook CEO Joe Walsh said that in the best of cases in the past the
sales rep was a “source of education, perspective and information for the
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business owner.” He added that more and better information helps
“differentiate that sales rep and bring more value to the SMB.”
Buzzboard’s Maibach says he’s surprised by how many sales teams don’t have
tablets in the field. “They’re still taking out PowerPoint on paper.” Maibach
predicted that automation would take over most manual parts of the sales
process. “Things will become more BI and data driven.”
The Denver Post’s Lance Lambert agrees and says that data “help paint a digital
picture for the customer.“ Gary Shaw adds that data are essential for better
“handicapping and prioritizing leads for sales reps.”

The Outlook for Self-Service
What emerges from our discussions with local media executives is a stratified
picture of the SMB market based on account value. This is just one of a
number of approaches to segmenting SMBs. However it appears to be
driving most of the thinking around deployment of sales resources.
Wanderful Media CEO Ben Smith painted a representative picture of this way of
thinking. “Above a certain price point it’s hard to sell over the phone.” Those
advertisers, according to Smith, will get outside sales attention – or perhaps
Shaw’s hybrid premise-telephone sales approach.
The middle of the market (the majority of accounts) will get telephone reps.
While at the low end, businesses will be serviced by “vertical solutions” in
Smith’s mind. These are offered by companies in specific industries (e.g.,
HomeAdvisor, Zillow). Smith also argues that self-service will play an
increasingly significant role over time.
Gary Shaw estimated that up to 10% of the SMB market today is doing selfservice in some form. He thinks it will be roughly three to five years before that
hits critical mass. That prediction may be aggressive but Joe Walsh generally
agrees, “Self-service will have more traction in 2020 than it does today.“
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Figure 7: Account Value Driving Sales Tactics
Advertiser segm ent

Spending thresholds

Sales approach

High spending, high

Above $2,000 per month

Outside sales rep (with back

value accounts (20%)

office support)

Middle of the

Between $501 and

addressable market

$2,000 per month

Primarily telephone sales

(50%)
Self service or in-bound
Lower end (30%)

Below $500 per month

inquiry with telephone
close/support

Source: Sterling-Polachek (2014)

“I see really good mobile tools for SMBs to buy advertising and interact with
companies,” explains Joe Walsh. “And companies will go to great lengths to
get customers to self serve.” He adds that “digital natives” will be much more
inclined toward self-service than previous generations of business owners. To
work at scale, these future self-service platforms will have to be both smarter
and simpler than those of the past. Google My Business or do-it-yourself
website builder Weebly are imperfect examples.
Google built its AdWords business on self-service. So it’s ironic that Google’s
Ben Wood doesn’t see self-service dominating the future of local media sales.
“We believe that self-service does work and will continue to work; however
there is a very large chunk [of the SMB market] who will never self-serve.”
Wood cites lack of time as the key factor. “They don’t want to be optimizing
online advertising; they want to be running their businesses.” This is an often
repeated but nonetheless critical insight.
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Differentiation: The Big One
The question of differentiation runs throughout this report. But rather than a
“one-size-fits all” approach, the answer depends on where a company sits in
the market. Based on our interviews and analysis there are several potential
avenues of differentiation. None of these are mutually exclusive:
•

Brand (usually a consumer-facing brand, e.g., Facebook)

•

Trusted sales relationship with business owner

•

Industry knowledge and specialization

•

Trusted supplier

•

Provider of core operational services capability (payment acceptance,
scheduling, webhosting, etc.)

•

Pricing

Companies such as Facebook, Twitter, Google or Yelp can use their brands to
get business owners to take calls and pitches. Leading with brand may also be
successful for newspapers, TV and radio to varying degrees. It’s much less
successful now for yellow pages publishers. It’s also generally not available to
B2B marketing services providers such as ReachLocal, Yodle or Web.com,
though it may work for GoDaddy because of the company’s TV campaigns.
In many instances these lesser-known companies will use the larger brands of
their suppliers, such as Google AdWords, to establish credibility with business
owners. In a few unfortunate cases unethical firms may imply that they are
actually representatives of Google or Facebook, etc., creating confusion on the
part of the business owner.
A vertical marketplace such as Zillow or OpenTable can use its industry
expertise and visibility in some cases to gain the ear of business owners. They
can also address industry specific issues in a way that is difficult for larger,
“horizontal” sales channels to duplicate. These providers “speak the language
of their customers.” This is also what verticalizing the local media sales force
seeks to accomplish.
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In some cases price can also be a key differentiator. While price is always a
variable in the SMB market, it may be challenging to compete on price over
time because there are always lower-cost competitors or those using
discounting to gain early adoption. Yodle’s Cunningham argues that the
company’s integrated technologies allow it to be much more efficient, and
therefore price competitive, in fulfilling media campaigns vs. competitors
relying on a host of non-integrated third party point solutions.

___________________________
76% of SMBs would prefer to work with one company
or vendor
-- Thrive Analytics survey
___________________________
Where a true “trusted relationship” exists it’s very hard for competitors to
dislodge. This is because most business owners want to deal with fewer rather
than more vendors. The Denver Post’s Lambert echoes what many have
previously said, “Business owners would rather work with a single partner than a
variety of partners.”
Data from Thrive Analytics are very clear on this point: 76% of SMBs would
prefer to work with “one company or individual” for their marketing needs.
Accordingly, there’s opportunity for those with existing relationships to
broaden the services they offer. Fundamentally, however, trust must actually
exist. American Express, for example, thought it had an SMB-trusted brand but
it failed as a local marketing services provider because trust surrounding its core
financial services businesses didn’t translate to online marketing.
Beyond basic trust, there may be a core operational or business function that
can be leveraged into a broader relationship. Demandforce (now part of Intuit)
is the quintessential example. The service originally offered dental scheduling
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reminders to patients. It became a kind of “CRM lite” for dentists. It then
expanded into marketing services for dentists and other vertical categories.
Figure 8: Square’s Growing List of Business Services

Source: Company website (2014)

Swipely is another example. The company provides credit card processing, an
essential function. It also delivers data, analytics and loyalty marketing on top of
that basic functionality. This is different than the American Express example
because the data and marketing services arise directly out of customer card
transactions. Square is in the same category. It started with payment processing
and now offers a broad range of services built on that core function.
Regardless of their specific positioning or assets that each competitor possesses
the role of data in the sales process is increasingly important. Sales reps must
utilize market and customer data to more effectively tailor their sales
presentations to the right business owners and their specific needs. Whatever
you believe about the future of outside sales vs. telephone sales, everyone will
agree that there’s no more “one size fits all” selling.
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Conclusion: Finding the Right Mix
Structural shifts in consumer behavior over the past decade and the changing
cost structure of local media sales continue to make sales evolution imperative.
There’s considerable pressure to move toward sales models that are
simultaneously more cost effective and perform better. Conceptually that
strategy makes sense but operationalizing and executing are exceedingly
challenging – especially when organizational change is required.
As discussed, the perhaps inexorable shift from outside to inside sales may
reduce costs but it also creates a potential problem of differentiation in a world
where multiple competitors are selling very similar products to small business
owners over the phone. All local media providers must therefore skillfully
manage sales assets in an environment where there’s limited room for error.
Those utilizing premise sales to create or maintain a “trusted relationship” must
find an efficient mix of outside and inside sales (and service). That requires
improved customer segmentation and use of data for better prospecting and
lead scoring. With expanded and more intelligent use of customer and prospect
data comes the potential for more customized marketing and better close rates.
In parallel many channels are verticalizing to “speak the language of the
customer.”
For traditional media companies the failure to actively restructure and innovate
around sales and sales automation today means a further loss of share and
revenue to the growing list of alternatives and competitors in the local digital
media space.
We believe that use of automation, data and technology will continue to
expand and play a larger role in sales over the next five years, with “selfservice” gaining a larger share of the SMB market. Yet business owners will
continue to be time-starved. In some ways the “trusted relationship” may
become more important than ever.
Despite this, holding on to legacy outside sales models is no longer an option
for other than the highest-value accounts. Some new mix of people and
technology is called for. Nor will it be sufficient to simply transform the front
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line sales organization. Broader organizational change is necessary to exploit
the value technology can offer sales organizations – so that less time is spent
chasing internal inefficiencies and more time is spent engaging with customers.
Ultimately technology can and will help drive increased efficiency, improve
fulfillment and boost margins. But skilled sales and service professions will
remain essential, to manage processes and relationships that are difficult or
impossible to automate.
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